English
Listen to and discuss a wide range of stories
with a theme of knights and dragons.
Apply phonic knowledge and practise blending
sounds when reading.
Improve fluency by improving sight vocabulary.
Write sentences leaving spaces between words.
Begin to punctuate sentences using a capital
letter, a full stop, a question mark and an
exclamation mark.
Write short narratives both fiction and nonfiction.
Daily phonic lessons to revisit and learn new
digraphs.
Weekly handwriting practise.
In Computing we will be:
Dance. (Mondays) We will be
Thinking about how to ‘say
using the Let’s Move series
no when we’re online’.
from the BBC. We will dance
Programming floor robots
to the themes of Autumn,
using a sequence of
Fireworks, The Dragon Hunt
commands.
and ‘Twas the night before
Christmas.
In Gymnastics we will be:
Performing sequences of body
Computing
shapes. (Mondays)
We will be thinking about how
In Games with Mr Gardiner we
to say no when we’re online as
will be:
well as learning about the
Focusing on team work and
technology that we use in our
movement. (Wednesdays)
everyday lives.
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Dungeons and Dragons

Dungeons and Dragons

Mr Gardner will teach PE outside
on Wednesday mornings, weather
permitting.
PHSE
Identify special people and the
roles they play in our lives.
D.T

Maths
Count forwards and backwards within
100, beginning with zero or from any
given number.
Identify and represent numbers using
objects, pictorial representations and the
correct mathematical vocabulary.
Compare numbers using the <, >, =
symbols.
Play games to reinforce number
recognition and subitising.
Coin recognition and Christmas shopping
R.E
Why does Christmas matter to Christians?

Science - Materials
Identify and name a variety of
everyday materials, including wood,
plastic, glass, metal, water, and
rock.
Compare, describe and group
materials according to their
physical properties.

Design and make castles using recycled materials.

Homework:
Please read with and to
your children. Any
books or information
the children have about
the topic will be shared
with the class. Learning
conversations will be
sent home every Friday.

Art
Colour mixing. Print making with different materials. Using charcoal to draw a skyline.
History

Acting the story of Guy Fawkes and discussing Remembrance Sunday.

